JACK BAIN’s CIGARS
Dictador ‘Pavo real’ half corona

Mind-Medium bodied

Binder: Dom Republic /
Nicaragua

Wrapper:USA

490

Filler: Dom Republic/
Nicaragua/ Colombia

This cigar has elements of Colombian tobacco blended with rich Dominican and
Nicaraguan leaves. Rich in flavour with a hint of spice, this blend never overpowers
and lives up to its named heritage, ‘the bird of many feathers’. Hints of soft spice
and cedar gently fill the palate, offering a perfect balance between strange and
complexity.

Recommended with: Aged gin, tequila, white wine, rose, cider, lager
Dictador ‘Pavo Real’ grand robusto
Wrapper:
Ecuadorian
Connecticut

Mind-Medium bodied

850

Filler: Dominican / Nicaraguan
/ Columbian

Binder:
Dominican / Nicaraguan

This cigar has a beautiful and smooth Connecticut wrapper, which has a lovely light
hay colour. Construction looks top notch and the dry draw is a good balance of loose
enough to smoke, but with the right amount of resistance.

Recommended with: Aged gin, tequila, white wine, rose, cider,
coffee
Dictador‘J Nelson 1974’robusto
Wrapper: Mexico

Medium-Full bodied

Binder: Dom. Republic

850

Filler: Dom.Republic/ Colombia

Blended a singer Cuban-seed tobacco grown in the Dominican Republic with a trace of
Colombian Seco leaf, finish with a dark San Andre Maduro wrapper and you have this
full-bodied masterpiece. This cigar offers a lovely sweetness in the first half of the
smoke before releasing taste bud-tingling spice to tantalize your sences.

Recommended with: Aged rum, Single Malt Whisky, Red wine, Dark beer
Dictador ‘XO 1913’ double robusto
Wrapper: Ecuador

Medium bodied

Binder: Dom. Republic/ Nicaragua

1,350

Filler:
Dom Republic/ Nicaragua/
Colombia

The Dictador XO 1913 remains a highly guarded and secret blend, but is finished with
a silky smooth wrapper. Giving pre- light notes such as white paper, hay, sweet cocoa
and honey, the cigar remains almost fleeting throughout with occasional notes of
sweetness and spice.

Recommended with: Aged rum, Single Malt Whisky, Red wine, Dark beer
Rocky Patel ‘Sun Grown Junior’ short panatela Medium Bodied

Wrapper: Ecuador

Binder:
Dom. Republic &
Nicaragua

380

Filler:
Dom. Republic &
Nicaragua

Sun Grown Juniors capture all the robust flavour of the fullsize blend in a small
cigar. With 7- year aged Dominican & Nicaraguan tobaccos and a 5-year aged Ecuadorian
Rosado wrapper, the smoke is smooth and well-balanced. Smoke Magazine rating: 9.8 out
of 10.

Recommended with: Aged rum, Single Malt Whisky, Cognac, Dark beer
Rocky Patel ‘The Edge Lite’ corona
Wrapper: Ecuador

Mild-Medium Bodied

Binder: Nicaragua

550

Filler: Honduras,
Nicaragua

A well-balanced blend of Honduran tobaccos wrapped with Ecuadorian Connecticut shade
leaf, with a gentle flavour that provides nuances of pepper and is slight earthy.
The wrapper brings a creamy and smooth character to the blend.

Recommended with: Aged gin, tequila, white wine, rose, cider, white
beer.
Rocky Patel ‘Decade’ robusto
Wrapper: Ecuador

850

Medium Bodied

Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

A supple, box-pressed cigar that draws very well. It is profoundly woody and leathery
complemented by spicy, chewy notes with a clean flavourful finish. cigar aficionado
rating: 93.

Recommended with: Cognac, lager, red wine, white wine
Rocky Patel ‘Vintage 1990’ robusto
Wrapper: Honduras

Medium -Full Bodied

Binder: Dom. Republic

Filer: Dom. Republic &
Nicaragua

Complex and smooth, with layer after layer of deep box-pressed flavour. Vintage 1990
is a blend of Dominican and Nigaraguan Ligero, draped in tantalizing natural

All prices are in Thai Baht and applicable with 7% of government tax

990

Broadleaf wrapper with a really enjoyable, complex smooth and rich flavour Cigar
Aficionado rating: 91

Recommended with: Aged rum, single malt whisky, cognac, red wine,
port, dark beer

